The Trusted Name in Prelicense Training
We offer a comprehensive portfolio of learning
solutions for the financial services industry
that help your candidates pass their licensing
exams the first time.

Series 6 – Series 7
Series 63 – Series 65 – Series 66
Series 24 – Series 26

Securities Exam Prep Solutions

Innovative Training
Designed by Experts

Why should you choose ExamFX as your prelicense
training partner? Here are just a few benefits:

As a financial services professional, you work hard to bring
top candidates into your organization. We understand pass
rates and high-quality learning are critical to your success,
which is why we partner with companies like yours to deliver
securities prelicensing and learning solutions that help you
and your recruits succeed. Our industry insiders utilize
today’s latest eLearning technologies and innovations to
create and deliver a curriculum that is flexible, accessible,
and interactive for candidate success. We accelerate the
licensing process so they can start becoming contributors
for your organization.

Pass Rates
Our users report over 90% pass rates. Our recipe for success is backed by our
Pass Guarantee.

Accommodate All Learning Styles
Our team has designed training solutions to ensure we can accommodate all
candidates. The launch of our OnDemand Videos and Live Online Study option,
offer the perfect blended learning approach to ensure exam success.

Enhanced Manager Tracking
Your candidates’ prelicensing performance is essential on their path to becoming
a licensed agent. Our Manager Tracking allows flexibility in monitoring individual
study progression all in one place.

Securities Prelicense Training Key Features:
Online Training Platform

Simulated Exams

Live Online Training

Focused Review

Interactive Study Calendar

Key Facts and Glossary

Study by Topic Chapter Reading

Animated Examples

Chapter Quizzes and Practice Questions

Pass Guarantee

OnDemand Video Lectures

Trainer and Technical Support

90%

1M

60

We maintain over 90%
reported pass rates

We have trained over 6 million users
for their securities exams

We have over 60 years
combined experience
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Success Starts Here

Our mission is to be more than just a prelicensing
provider, we want to be your partner in success.

Available Securities Prelicense Training Packages

Interactive Learning Portal

As your business partner, we offer multiple packages that can be tailored
to your organization’s onboarding schedule and designed to meet your
candidates’ unique learning style. We partnered with some of the largest
securities companies and have negotiated pricing for you. Our sales and
support specialists are ready to help you get started.

Our online portal is the center of our expertly designed
learning platform; with rich content, videos and other
important tools, we ensure success the first time.

Features

Self Study

Video Study

Live Online Study

Interactive Learning Portal







Online Simulated Exams







Readiness Exam







Pass Guarantee







Trainer Support







OnDemand Video Lectures





Online Flashcards






Live Online Training

*Not all training programs are available in every package format

Improved! Online Simulated Exams
Newly doubled question pools thanks to our merger; the
Simulate Your Exam feature prepares users in a realistic,
computer-based exam environment, building confidence
and assuring success.

New! Readiness Exam
Our exclusive Readiness Exam provides a fresh exam
tier to confirm readiness without false positives due to
memorization of the tier one question pool.

Streamlined Study Paths
Our recommended study plans outline when to use
each study feature, helping to ensure candidate success.
Paths can easily be adapted to meet your organizations
recruiting or onboarding schedules.

Live Online Training

What our users have to say
ExamFX was a great way for me to prepare for the Series 7! The
self-guided study program allowed all the flexibility to fit into
my work schedule. Using the chapter quizzes helped in focusing
on what needed to still be mastered. And the focused review
based on my practice exam results was the feature I found most
valuable!”

Utilizing our content experts and online platform, this new
option, gives users wanting a more hands-on learning
environment, a cost-effective solution.

Unparalleled Trainer Support
Our industry experts are available to answer questions that
may arise during study. We help keep users on track for
success with our decades of experience.

Jason - Series 7

Printed Study Materials

Learn more about our Pass Guarantee
We are so confident in our training program that we guarantee each candidate
will pass his or her exam on the first attempt. If a candidate fails the state exam
within three days after scoring 80% on the Guarantee Exam, we will refund the
cost of the material.

We provide printed study guides, flashcards and tip
sheets that align to our training programs and assist in
accelerated learning of the material.

The new ExamFX was formed by a merger with TesTeachers and ExamFX; this merger brought together two premier national training
leaders of insurance and securities prelicensing and continuing education. Combining streamlined content, cutting-edge online tools and
highly-predictive practice exams, we ensure candidates of all learning styles will be prepared for exam day.
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Visit us online at www.examfx.com
Follow us online!

